Kiap pak, anguyag’tet Innovative Readiness Training Program-at (IRTP) quau’taumaqciqut Mertarvigmi. Anguyag’tet (IRTP) ikayurcicai Niugtarmiut miqivilliuk, qimagnimek cali-llu tuminanek Talliman allakuneq kiaqmaitciqut iKayuryartufuku Niugtarmiut.

June 20-im nallini angyar’palleg tekiciqiit Ninglick River-ami uqiggluteng atunaarkatneq. Waaten angyag ayuqqu.

Kiap pak anguyag’tet (IRTP) calicciqut Mertarvigmi August 1-30, 2009.

Anguyag’tet isaryungkinqit Niugtarmiut kituscinnemek. Camek licukuvet caliyaarentek nallunrictetniaran Stanley Tom-aq.

Tagesqumaniit’tait yuut akirntartak am’illemgata calisutet.

Ciuniirtukut Niugtarmiuneq cali’ilgoguteldlerkamtenun nuggtarteqatilirani.

Quyana!

Wa’qaa,

Helping Newtok with the Relocation to Mertarvik

Note:

This summer, the military Innovative Readiness Training Program (IRTP) will set up a base camp in Mertarvik. The IRTP are going to help Newtok with the relocation to Mertarvik by helping to build roads, to navigation charts and to general. They will come back each summer for the next five years.

At the end of June 30, a very large boat will come up the Ninglick River with the equipment the IRTP needs to set up their base camp. This is a picture of what the boat looks like.

The IRTP will be working at the base camp from August 1-30, 2009 this summer.

The IRTP can provide training to the Newtok community on topics such as small engine repair. If you are kind of curious about things you would like to be trained on, please let Stanley-Tom know. Because some equipment will be used to set up the base camp, please don’t let the close white work be done alone. We don’t want anyone to get hurt.

We look forward to meeting the Village of Newtok and have your partner during the relocation process.

Thank you!

Runnymede-class large landing craft

Displacement: 1,382 tons Full load
Dimensions: 71.8 x 14.2 x 3.3 meters x 3.2 x 2.4 meters
Propulsion: 2 diesel, 2 boats, 2,500 shp, 12.5 knots

Crew: 12

Cargo: 354 tons vehicle/generals cargo
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